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PREFACE

This Internal Note presents a technical review of AHAB

(see R-1422-PR). We make recommendations for irnproving the

simulation of air base strikes by AHAB. A number of sug-

gestions are made for irnprovlng the utillty assessment of

strike outcomes, too. Furthermore, axiomatlc procedures

for determining the correct form of a utility function are

recommended for AHAB, instead of assuming an additive util-
ity function holds a priori without a pre-test or a consis-

tency check. A1so, some errors in R-1422-PR are discussed

and corrected.
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1. INTRODUCTION

AHAB (Attacking Hardened Air Bases) is an interactive
decision aid designed at Rand by C. R. Neu [8]. AHAB per-

forms essentially two functions in real-time: (1) simula-

tion of the outcomes of air strikes against tJarsaw Pact

air bases, and (2) assessment of a commanderrs utility func-

tion for these outcomes. In the first part, AHAB el-icits
inforur,ation from the decision make r (DM), who is a tacti-
cal commander in this case, on characterLstlcs of the air
base, proposed attack plan, and so on. AHAB then simulates

the strike and presents the outcome in terms of four attri-
butes: (I) number of attacking aircraft destroyed, (2)

number of enemy aircraft destroyed, (3) number of aircraft
shelters destroyed, and (4) time that air base runways are

inoperable. In the second part, AIIAB assesses four single

attribute conditional utility functions and some scaling

constants with the probabilistic midpoint technique. This

information is used to construct an additive utiliEy func-

tion for evaLualing the simulated outcomes from the first
part. By running through the AHAB program several- times,

the DM can compare the relative valtres of different attack

plans in a number of different scenarios.

This note criticizes some technical features of AHAB

and offers suggestions for improving later versions of this
prototype prog,ram. Our recormnendations range from very

minor improvements to ones of perhaps great imPortance.
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These improvements differ too in the amount of effort needed

for their impLementation. A s ummary of our recormnendatlons

is given in the final section.

The reader shouLd be familiar with R-1422 (August,1974),

which provides the documentation for AHAB. The reader may

also want to run the AHAB program and compare his own ex-

perience with the discussion in this note.
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2. SIMULATION OF AIR BASE STRIKES

2.L. InformatLon Requirements

anti-aircraft fire, and so on.

Table L susunarizes the l-nformatlon that AHAB now re-
quires from the DM for simulating attacks on Warsaw Pact

air bases. Details of the exact questions are found in
the sample AHAB run ln the Appendix of. R-L422.

We observe that the DM must synthesize a large amount

of data to answer the questions posed by AHAB. In later
versions, it would perhaps be deslrable to ask explicitly
for the attack plan and the enemy defenses in terms of

types of aircraft used, routes taken to air base, delivery

tactics employed, types of weapons used, weather condltions,

This primarv data michr

then be preprocessed to give the attrition probabllities
(see TabLe 1, Part C) and other input data to the AHAB pro-

gram. The internal synthesis of primary data might produce

better estimates of these secondary quantities like attrl-
tion probabilities and make the program easier for the DM

to use. However, an obvious drawback to this approach of
generating the input to AIIAB is the complexity of synthe-

sizi-ng the primary data together with the constraint that

the program execute in real-time.

There are Less complicated approaches that provide

accurate input of the present form to AHAB. However, it
is wise to isolate those input parame ters for which the

simulated outcomes are particul-arly sensitive. For example,
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Table 1

AHAB DATA REQUIRET.,IENTS FOR SIMULATION OF
AIR BASE STRIKES

A. AIR BASE

B. ATTACK PLAN

1 Cumulative probability distribution of the num-
ber of enemy planes at the air base

Number of aircraft shelters

Runways

2

3
a
b
c
d
e

Number
Length
I^lidth
Composition (concrete or sod)
Minimum length needed for landing aircraft

1

2

Number of available planes

Hangarette attack
a. Number of planes a
b. Weapons (area or i

and numbe r used)
c. Probability of a p
d. Probability of a p

11ocat ed
ndividually targeted,

Lane acquiring its target
lane destroying its target

3. Runway attacks
a.
b.

C. ENEMY DEFEI.{SES

c
d
e

Number of planes allocated Eo each rumray
Weapons (area or individually targeted, and

number used)
Number of cuts attempted on each runway
Effective width of ruff ay from attack angle
Length of bomb stick and standard range error

1

2

3

Probability of a single plane not surviving en-
route to the air base

Probability of a single pLane not surviving the
terminal defenses

Probability of a single plane not surviving the
return from the air base
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a sens i.tivity analysis might reveal that the outcomes are

insensitive to rreapon type and effective runway width, but

highly sensitive to the attrition probabilities. Thus, it
is only necessary to concentrate on the accurate specifica-

tion of some of the parameters, namely, those most influen-
tlal on the simulated outcomes.

One parameter that needs further investigation is rrnum-

ber of iterationsrr AHAB uses in computing the expected utll-
ity of a particular attack scenario. As it now stands in
AHAB, there is no information on how reliable thls output

is for a prescribed number of iterations. Some Monte Carlo

studies of AHABts sLmulation process shoul"d be conducted,

so that a tabLe of standard errors ln the computed expected

utility versus number of iterations can furnish the DM with

some guidance on setting this parameEer. How much better
'are 20 iterations than five iteratlons? A1so, how much time

is required per iteration?
For some parameters it would be convenient to aLl-ors

alternate specifications in the same AHAB run. Thls alter-
nate data specification would a1low a DM to slmultaneouslv
compare the relative effectiveness of changing the levels

of various parameters on the outcome, rather than rerunning

most of the AIIAB program again, Furthermore, if a DM were

unabl-e to provide a point estimate of a quantity with rea-

sonable certalnty, then an interval estimate could be given.

The program could be run at the interval- endpoints and;;l
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perhaps a few interior points. This additlonal f1-exibiLity

might also be used in groupldecision making contexts rrhe re

each individual specifies a parameter. However, the most

powerful aspect of this approach is in its potential for
improving the expected success of strikes with the use of
response surface designs.

The report describing AHAB does not examine the ade-

quacy of the input or output data for actual decision mak-

ing. It is necessary that AHAB be tested extensively and

that real users be queried on (1) the possible absence of

critical- data, (2) their subjective confidence in the ac-

curacy of their own input, (3) the sultability of describ-

ing outcomes on the four attributes, and (4) their appraisal

of AHABTs output, among others. For exampLe, AHAB combines

discounted enemy aircraft trapped on the runway with the

actual enemy aircraft destroyed. Some users may be uncom-

fortable with this aggregatlon. Other ways of improving

the informatlon input might also be revealed in this testing.

2.2. Air Base S trikes
AHABTs simulation of air base strLkes has four com-

ponents, which are treated ln detail ia R-L422: (1) run-

rf,ay attacks, (2) hangarette attacks, (3) unshel-tered aLr-

carft attacks, and (4) attrition of the strlklng force.

Each of these Ls treated in an abstract way by making a

few simple and reasonable assumptions. Vtre shaIl comnent
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onLy on those weaknesses that are not covered explicitly
ir R-L422.

If additional data on dellvery tactics, weapons and

aircraft used, etc. were avaiLable, then AHAB might possibly

do a better job in simulating runway attacks. However, the

cost of gathering such information would be very great, and

there is stiLL a question if this would significantly im-

prove the performance of the program. Some data such as

rum[ay repair times are stil]- not knovln accurately. In

the present version of AHAB, the simuLation of rum ay at-
tacks seems adequate, except for the computations in esti-
mating runway repair times.

The documentation on this part of AIIAB is fuzzy, ar:d,

more explanation would have been desl-rable id R-L422. The

repair time depends on the configuration of craters on the

rurN ay, and not on the success or failure of cuts. It is
certainly not clear how the program computes the repair

times from cuts. Based on the lack of good data on crater

repair times, the restrictive assumptions made, and uncer-

taintles of program operation, we hesitate to put much con-

fidence in the output ttnumber of hours rurusays cl-osed.tl

The section of the AHAB report discussing the short-

comings of the simulatLon of hangarette attacks is reason-

ably complete and requires no further comment. The reasons

for computing the hypergeometric distribution exactly are

incomplete, though. The parameters of the hypergeometric
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distribution are nh = the number of hangarettes, nnn = the

number of hangarettes hit, and nO = the number of hangar-

ettes occupied by planes. The normal approximation requires

nh very l"arge, nnn large, and nn/nn not close to 0 or 1.

If n,/n6 is close to 0.5, then the approxLmation is stl-ll
good for moderate or small nnn provided that nn is very

large. So the correct reasons for computing the hypergeo-

metric distribution exactly are (1) the number of hangar-

ettes, nh, at Warsaw Pact air bases is never very large,

and (2) nO is random, so nr/nn might be close to 0 or 1

sometimes.

The section on attacking unsheltered aircraft lists
a couple of plausible assumptions that seem to be satisfac-
tory at this point.

The section of F.-1422 on attrition of the striking
force needs revision. The DM is asked for pr, the prob-

abtlity of a lone planers being hit enroute to the base.

Then the probability of any plane in a force of s planes

(see errata in Table 3) being hit is given as

LlsP"=1-(1 -Pl)

With typical- values for s and p1r ps is always close to
zero. For example, with s = 16 and p, = .05r ps =.003.
The distribution of the number of planes hit is binomial

with parameters s and p". But since ps is close to zero,
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the norma 1 approximation is very poor for moderate s. The

initial version of AHAB has been modifled now to compute the

binomial distribution exactl-y.

However, the initial AHAB version sti1l woutd produce

sma1l p". In 20 iterations with L6 planes and attrition
probabillties of.01, .08, and.02 (see Tabte 1, Part C),

we never lost a plane! A simple suBgestion has been in-
corporated in AHAB to overcome this problem. The attrltion
probabilities are now computed from the following questions:

t'How many of your 15 planes do you expect to lose due

to enroute defenses on the flight to the target?r! 2.

'rOf 14 surviving aircraft how many do you expect to lose

due to terminal defenses at the target?" 4,

"Of 10 surviving aircraft, how many do you expect to

lose due to enroute defenses on the flight back from

target?rt 1-.

In several runs of AHAB with these new modificatlons, the

simulated outcomes provided much more realistic results.
Furthermore, the DM can answer these questions more easily

than the previous ones. (However, some programming bugs

stiLl remain in trying to run AI,aB more than once. )

A sensitivity analysis of the effect of these attri-
tion probabilities on the simulated strike outcomes should

be conducted. Some expanded questionlng may be necessary

for improving the accuracy of these parameter specifications.
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3. MULTIATTRIBUTE UTILITY THEORY

3.1. Indeoendence Conditions

The chlef deflclency of R-1422 and AHAB itself is the

treatment of multiattribute utility theory. In this sec-

tion we point out some errors in R-L422 and indicate how

AHAB can be improved.

At present it may be misleadLng to refer to AIIAB as

a Bayesian decision analysis, because AHAB merely evaluates

outcomes, it does not recommend alternative decisions. It
Ls incorrect to say that von Neumann-Morgenstern utility
is unique in having the property that expected value is an

appropriate guide to making decl-sions with uncertaln out-

comes. There are several different axlomatizations of ex-

pecred utiLiry [3].
AHAB assumes the existence of an additive von Neumann-

Morgenstern utility function on four attributes:

If the underlying axioms for this functional form are not

validated, then much of the power of utility theory is lost.
One could postulate 4y functional form for the utility and

then assess the condi-tional utility functions and scallng

constants. But in utility theory, unlike curve fitting,
there are usually simple axioms which correspond to various

functional" forms. By testing different sets of axioms with

(1) u(x1,x2,x3,x4) = rrul(x1) + xrur(x2) + \3u3(x3) + I'OuO(x4).



the DM, the correct form for the utility function can be

determined [2]. It may also be revealed that utility theory

is inappropriate, in which case other methods can be attenpted

[ 1,9] .

In a separate note we shall discuss some procedures

for testing the existence of a utllity function and vaLi-

dating appropriate axioms for varlous functional forms.

We shal-1 also review several assessment and scall-ng methods.

This second note should form the basis for an improved ver-

sion of AHAB.

R-1422 states that the fol-l-owing two conditions are

necessary and sufficient for u(x1, x2, x3r x4) to have an

additive form as in (I).

- 11-

foralli-{ j.

(2) q<fr/frt = o for aLl, i, j, k such rhat i, j t k.

d , du ,
dx. \dx./

aJ
(3) =0

In the first p1ace, no regularLty conditions have been

assumed for the utitity funct.ion u to guarantee the exis-

tence of the partial derivati.ves in (2) and (3). Secondly,

condition (2) is superfluous, since (3) implies (2) obvlously.

Furthermore, there is no preliminary statement about the

von Neumann-Morgens tern axioms being satisfied to guaran-

tee that u(x1, x2, x3r x4) even exists.
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for outcomes with different 1eve1s of X

In R-L422 condition (2) is called |tpreference indepen-

dence,tt and condition (3) is ca1led rrutility independence. tl

This nomenclature dlffers from the conventionaL usage in
multlattribute utility theory 12,71 . Suppose that

Xf= X1 x ... x Xi_I " Xi+l * ... , Xn where n is the num-

ber of attributes (n = 4 in AHAB) and i = 1, ..., h. Then

at t ribute x.
l- is preference independent of X1 if preferences

and some flxed

level of X= do not depend on the level at which X= is fixed.
1

Similarly, X, is utilitv independent of X= if preferences

for Lotteries on X. with X=. fixed at some Ievel do not de-1l_
pend on the leve1 at whi_ch X1 is fixed. These and other

independence conditions, as well as the corresponding util-
ity decomposition forms, are discussed in [2,3,5r71 .

A necessary and sufficient condition for additivity

l_

[3]: preferences forl_s ma r ina 1it or value indepencience

Lotteries over (x1, ..., *r) depend only on the marginal

distributions over *1, ..., Xn. One ean also deduce addi-

tivity from higher lndependence conditl-ons when particular
scaling constants vanish.

For example, suppo.se that n = 4 and X, is utility in-
dependent of Xf_ for i = L, ..., 4. Assuming that the von

Neumann-Morgenstern axioms are met, the utility function

decomposes into a quasi-additive form [5]:
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u(x1,x2rx3,*4) - c1ul (x1) + cro2(x2) * cau3(x3) + c4u4(x4)

+ ct2u1(x1)u2(x2) + et3u1(x1)ur(x3) + c14u1(x1)u4(x4)

+ c23uz(x2)u3(x3) + cr4u2(x2)u4(x4) * 
"3413(x3)u4(x4)(4)

* crrrur(x1)u2(x2)u3 (x3) + 
"12411(*1)rr(x2)t4k4)

+ ct34u1(x1)u3 (x3)u4(x 4) + 
"z3tuz(x2)u3 

(x,)u4(x4)

+ 
"t-234o1(*1)u2(x2)u3 

(xr)u4(x4) .

Note that the assessment of the utility functl-on in (4) is
only a bit more complicated than the additive function in
(1). In both cases, four single attribute conditLonal util-
ity functions, u1(x1) u4(x4), must be evaluated.

Hor ever, the quasi-additive form requires evaluatlng all
24 "orner utilities to obtain the scaling constants, where-

as the additive form requires only four corner utilities.
Note that (4) reduces to (1) whenever the constarts other

than cl, ..., c4 vanish.

The quasi-addltive utility decomposition can account

for particular types of interactions betr een attributes,
whereas the addltive decomposition cannot. Moreover, the

quasi-additLve form is not much more difficult to assess.

It seems that A1IAB could easily test independence condi-

tions, such as utility independence or others, and then

assess a more powerful utility function. Another note wilI
indicate such procedures in more detail.



Xl = the number of attacking planes destroyed,

X2 = the number of enemy planes destroyed pLus the

discounted number of trapped planes,

X3 = the number of hangareEtes destroyed, and

X4 = the number of hours the air base runways are

closed to incoming planes.

A reasonable question to ask is, t$hat independence condi-

tions hold among these four attributes?r Of course, the

ansrrer depends upon the individual decision maker and his
preferences, the scenario, the mission objectives, and per-

haps various other things. Our feeling ls that X, probably

interacts with every other single attribute, but maybe there

is some utllity independence among X2, X3, or X4 and their
respective complements. In this case a hybrid utility de-

compositlon combining utility and pyramid independence would

be appropriate [2]. Other forms are also possible.

3.2. Assessment and Scalins. Procedures

-L4-

Recall that the attribute descriptions were

AHAB uses the probabilistic midpoint method to assess

the singLe attribute conditional utllity functions: the

DM specifies a vaLue w, such that he is indifferent between

w, and the simple (i.e., 50-50) lottery between yi and zi,
which we denote by [y, z1l . The process is repeated to

obtain a level- indifferent to [yi, wil and another level
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indifferent to [wi, z1J , and so forth, until a satisfactory
number of midpoints are generated to estimate the condi-

tional utility function by curve fitting.
There are two drawbacks to this approach as implemented

ln AHAB: (1) the program does not al-loro @!gg by the

DM, and (2) there are no consistency checks. Suppose we

consLder X1 , the number of attacking planes 1ost, for in-
stance. The minimum is 0 and the maximuml is, say, 40.

The DM is asked for x, the number of his planes lost, where

he is indifferent between x and the slmple 1-ottery [0, 40].

What happens if the DM is not exactly sure of his answer

for x? He must answer, though, and AHAB does not aLLow

him to return later to modify his answer. In several runs

of AHAB, we felt quite uncomfortable with our answers and

wished that the program had an option for exploring our

preferences a bit more .

A conver ence method woul-d a11ow the DM to learn about

his own preferences [6]. This method asks a series of pro-

gressively more difficult choices between a given number

of attacking planes 1ost, y, and the l-ottery [0, 40] . The

first few questions might have y = 5 and y = 35, so the

choice between y and [0, 40] is more dlfficult. Whenever

the DM feels he has made enough preference judgments so

asks for the "number of planes availablerr and
uses this for the upper bound on the number of planes lost,
instead of the actual number sent out on the mission.
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that he can state x confidently, the convergence mode is
ended and he specifies x, A very experienced DM may require

no more than a couple of choices before stating his mld-

polnt, while others may need eight or 10 choices before they

converge on the midpoint. Nevertheless, the method is usu-

ally quick and easy.

The probabilistic midpoint method is just one of sev-

eral methods for assessing utiLity functions [4]. There

are trfo forms of standard gamb].es which could also be used ,

for example. In the first method, the DM estimates the prob-

ability py such that he is lndifferent between y and the

lottery that gives 0 with probability p, and 40 with prob-

abil-ity (1 - py). For exampLe, he specifies p, such that
y - [0; py; 40] for y = 2, 8, L6, 20, 24, 32, 40. In the

second method, he specifies the number of planes lost, y,

such that y- [0;tn;40] for p =.10, .25, .50, .75, .90,

for instance. In both types of standard gambles, conver-

gence methods might be helpful for some users. It might

also be helpful to have AHAB a11ow changes in the quanti-

ties estimated before the assessment is finished. More-

over, there are other assessment methods that we have not

discussed which might also be used [4].
Another serious problem in AHABTs current utility

assessments is the omission of consistency checks [6].
Once the final form of a condicional utility function has

been tentatively assessed, the DM should be asked for
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in (l-), it is also necessary to determine the

additional j udgments to check the consistency of his pre-

ferences with his utility function. The additional judg-

ments typicaLLy involve a different assessnent method.

For instance, the DM might be asked to estimate the number

of his planes lost y, such that [0, y] - [10, 20] . We then

check that ur(10) - u1(0) = u1(f) - ur(20). If the condi-

tionaL utility function were assessed by a standard gamble,

then the probabilistic midpoint method could serve as a

consistency check, and so on. The colLective experience of

numerous studies indicates that most DMrs require a couple

or more repetitions of t'assessment and consistency checktl

before a function is constructed that satisfactorily re-

flects their preferences. When a DMts additional j udgments

are inconsistent vri th his previously assessed utility func-

tl-on, then he is forced to consider the situation more

deepLy and rectify his inconsis tencies . In many problems,

this additional- effort of checklng the consistency of con-

dltionaL utility functions is well worth the extra time

require d.

Besides assessing the conditlonaL utility functions

scal-i con -

stants trl, ..., trs, which guarantee that all utility func-

tl-ons have a coglnon unit of measurement. There are several

ways of finding these ),,'s, but che method used by AHAB deals

with extreme outcomes, so the DM is pressed hard to pro-

vide correct judgments. Moreover, alternative methods of
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scaling allolr more fLexibility in making trade-offs among

attributes rrith virtually no increase Ln AHABTs execution

time.

Suppose that attribute Xi can vary from 0 to mi for
i = 1, ...,4. As in the sample output of R-1422, let
mt = 54 planes lost, m2 = 54 planes destroyed, m, = 45

hangarettes destroyed, and m4 = 257 hours runway closed

(as computed by AHAB). Then AHAB presents the four out-

cones (or states) rrhere one attribute is at its best 1evel

and the others are at their worst, and it asks the DM to

specify his most preferred outcome:

sl =

s2=

s3=

s, =4

(0 planes 1ost, 0 pLanes destroyed, 0 hangarettes

destroyed, 0 hours rumvay closed).

(54 planes 1ost, 54 planes destroyed, 0 hangar-

ettes destroyed, 0 hours runway closed).

(54 planes lost, 0 pLanes destroyed, 45 hangar-

ettes destroyed, 0 hours runway closed).

(54 p1-anes lost, 0 planes destroyed, 0 hangar-

ettes destroyed, 257 hours runway closed).

When such extreme outcomes are present, the DMrs pre-

ferences are often distorted and intransitivities may occur

t10]. For example, in the sample output of R-L422, the DM

states that neither 51, 53, or 54 is preferred to 52. How-

ever, he then says that he is indifferent between

A = (54, 85, 0, 0) and s, = (0, 0, 0, 0). Note that A ls
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preferred to s2 = (54,54,0, 0), so an intransitivlty is
present. It is not uncommon, thougir, to find intransitiv-
ities in preference judgments over multiattributed outcomes.

If the DMrs intrans itivities are real and not distortLons,

then a real-valued utility function cannot be constructed

and other procedures should be adopted [1,9]. If the judg-

ments are distorted, then a different set of outcomes should

be empLoyed in determining the scaling constants. These

new outcomes should be likely events that are meaningful

to the DM.

Outcomes 1-ike S, are intrinsically different from out-

comes l-ike 52, 53, or 54, because the former corresponds

to trno attacktt whiLe the latter corresponds to various
rrattacks.rr If it is necessary to display a "show of strengthrrl

then a commander may be unable to consider S, = (0, 0, 0, 0)

at all. In a1-1 other outcomes, though, he is faced with
losing his entire strike force, since x, = 54 planes are

lost. Thus, the results of his trade-offs with these out-

lying outcomes may not be a reliable indication of his trade-

offs in more typical circumstances.

Observe that nhen the DM prefer:s Sl initially, AHAB

subsequently forces him to trade-off with Xr. But Ln our

ovrn run of AHAB, we preferred 51 yet wanted to use X2 for
trade-offs. This problem may cause confusion and poor re-

sponses from DMt s who are accustomed to performing trade-

offs only on their favorite attribute.
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A simple solution to this whole business of determin-

ing scaling constants is to ask the DM for three pairs of
outcomes in which he is indifferent between the outcomes

in a pair. The only requirement is that in each pair, a

different set of two attributes l-s selected and the outcomes

in that pair share cofirmon leveLs on just these t\ro attri-
butes. These three lndLfference J udgments produce three

equations involving the )t's. A1so, l, 1 + ... * I" = 1.

(If this system is degenerate, another indifference paLr may

be needed.) then AHAB woul-d sol-ve the equations to give

the scaLing constants. In the present version of AHAB, the

extreme outcomes were selected for indl-fference judgments,

because the resulting system of equations is trivial to

solve. However, the possible distortions in preferences

and inflexibility in trade-offs are not worth this smalL

convenLence.

Moreover, there are no consistency checks on the scal-

ing eonsEants in AHAB. A nice check on our method above

is to ask for indifference judgments among six pairs of
outcomes where every set of two attribuEes is fixed once.

Solving thLs redundant system of equatl-ons will indl-cate

how consistently the Dl"I made trade-offs. other consistency

checks can be used instead, but it i.s crucial to have some-

thing in AHAB that will detect inconsistent trade-offs.

When the flnal utility function is ready, it is impor-

tant to provide some overall consistency checks on its
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perfonnance. Typically, the DM makes paired comparison

judgments and the corresponding utilities are computed and

checked for agreement. If the wholistic j udgments are too

difficult to make, then there is no reliable eonsistency

check of the utllity function. In our case with four at-
tributes, however, we feel that wholistic judgments shouLd

provide a reasonable yardstick for measuring the adequacy

of the utility decomposition.

In most cases, a few minor adjustments are made in
both the DMrs expressed preferences and in hls utility func-

tion before everyone is satisfied. In other cases, it be-

comes necessary to begin all over again, because of some

errors uncovered in earller assumptions. Nevertheless,

this overall consistency check is one of the most crucial
tests of the goodness of a muLtiattribute utiLity function.

Some limited suggestions along these ll-nes are made l-n the

last section of R-L422 on "Directions for Future Researchrtr

but we feel that consistency checks should be an integral
part of AIIAB and not carried out separateLy on an ex st
facto basl-s.
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4. IMPROVING THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS

Once a DMrs utility function has been constructed and

improvement techniques to search for a better decision.

tested, it can be used in conJunctlon wlth various roces s

We accept the statement made in R-L422 that process opti-
mization is probably hopeless, but rre cannot accept the

statement that the !['Ir s intuitlon is necessarily the best

means of hunting for better decisions. Most studies in
psychology and operatlons research indicate that an organ-

lzed man-machine search procedure is more effectlve than

an unassisted decision maker.

In a nutshell, if we dont t provide the DM with an

organized method of finding better decisions, what can he

do rrith the utility functlon that he cantt already do with

the simulation results from AHAB?

Response surface analysis, evolutionary operation pro-

cedures, or other search techniques can be adopted Ln a

time-sharing capacity to complement the simul-ation and the

evaluation portions of AHAB. These methods are being used

extensiveLy l-n industry to explore multidimensional sur-

faces and search for improvements. The DM interacts step

by step rrith these techniques until a satisfactory deci-

sion is reached. lrle note that rraLternate data specifica-

tionrr in AHAB, as discussed in Sec. 2.1, is needed for the

effective use of these process improvement techniques.
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In conclusion, we feel that an important part of the

future development of AHAB depends on implementing a sys-

tem for helping the decision make r improve his decisions.
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5. SIJMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section, Table 2 glves a recapitul-ation of
our recommendations for improving, the current version of

AHAB. Previous sections may be consulted for a detaiLed

explanation of the remarks in Tab le 2. Errata for the AHAB

documentation in R-L422 is found in Table 3.

A companion note will take recent resul"ts in multi-
attribute utllity theory and indicate hovr to develop an

interactive program for testing a hierarchy of independence

conditions and then assessing an appropriate nonadditive

utility function [2].
ttre should aLso mention in closing that there are many

interactive decision aids (IDA) which have been developed

in other areas of multicrLteria decision maklng [ 1] , but

these do not employ utility theory. These methods hel-p

the DM search for better declsions rrithout constructing

a utility function, since in many multidimens ional- problems

it is not possibLe to collapse preferences to a slngle

index. Thus, there ?re other tools availabLe lf utllity
theory is inappropriate.

Traditionally, most utility functions are assessed by

simple questionnaires (?) or by interviews with the decl-

sl-on maker. Since the computations of scaling constants

and the fitting of conditional utility functions are carried

out apart from the decision maker, there is typically a

loss of efficiency in this interview method. However,
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Table 2

CHECKLIST OF RECCI.,IMENDED IMPROVB.,IENTS IN AHAB

A. SIMULATION MODULE

InforInation requirements
a. Provide input by internaLLy synthesizlng pri-

mary data
b. Sensitlvity analysis on AHABTs input data
c. Monte Carlo studies on the numbe r of itera-

tions needed
d. Alternate data specification in the same AHAB

run
e. Empirical testing of input/output adequacy

Air base s trlkes
a. Compute rufiray repair times using craters
b. User specifies attrition probabilities di-

rectly (OK)
c. Exact computation of binomial dLstribution

for planes lost (OK)
d. Miscellaneous

B. UTILITY MODULE

1

2

t_ Axioms
a. Verification of expected utilit
b. Procedures for testing various

conditions

axioms
ndependenc e

v
a

2 Assessment
a. Preference learning ls available with conver-

b
c

gence methods
Other assessment technlques might prove hel-pful-
Conditional utiLity functions require consl-s-

tency checks

S caling
a. Avoid trade-offs between extreme outcomes
b. Other scaling techniques are better
c. Scallng constants require consistency checks

Overall eonsistency check of utility function

3

4

C. SEARCH MODULE

1 Process improvement techniques
a. Response surface analysl-s
b. Evolutionary operation
c. Others

2, Optimization techniques
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Table 3

ERRATA IN AHAB DOCT.TMENTATTON, R-1422

Llne ErrataPage

5

8

13

15

20

22

23

39

23

3L-32

27

27

1

27

8

L7

thos

delete trand simulation r 
rr

assed

must be

plans

x pLanes

utiLriy
gx

Correc tions

thos e

assessed

must not be

pLane s

s planes

utility
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interviewing gives the analyst maximum flexibil-ity in test-
ing axioms, assessing functions, and performing checks.

There are no IDArs yet avaLlable for replacing the inter-
view method of determining a multiattribute utility func-

tion. Our research is aimed at filLing this void.

AHAB is simil-ar to a questLonnalre for determlning

an additLve utility function. Our aim is to develop an

interactive capability for determining nonadditive utllity
functions. This product would not only be useful in AHAB,

but also in any other decision making contexts where utility
functions must be determined quickly.
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